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This two-volume collection analyses the evolution of
wine production in European regions across the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. France and Italy
in particular have shaped modern viticulture, by
improving oenological methods and knowledge, then
disseminating them internationally. This first volume
looks closely at the development of winegrowing,
with cases ranging from Italian and French regions
to smaller producers such as Portugal and Slovenia.
Memoria della battaglia del Volturno del 1. e 2 ottobre
1860Annali dell'Isl?m: Indice dei volumi III, IV e V, anni
13.-23. HIl Brescianino delle battaglieBattaglia del Ticino
tra Annibale e Scipione, ossia Scoperta del campo di P.
C. Scipione ...La guerra del 1859 per indipendenza
d'Italia: NarrazioneGazzetta ufficiale della Repubblica
italiana. Parte primaPainting as Business in Early
Seventeenth-century RomePenn State Press
The island of Sicily was a highly contested area throughout
much of its history. Among the first to exert strong influence
on its political, cultural, infrastructural, and demographic
developments were the two major decentralized civilizations
of the first millennium BCE: the Phoenicians and the Greeks.
While trade and cultural exchange preceded their permanent
presence, it was the colonizing movement that brought
territorial competition and political power struggles on the
island to a new level. The history of six centuries of
colonization is replete with accounts of conflict and warfare
that include cross-cultural confrontations, as well as interstate
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hostilities, domestic conflicts, and government violence. This
book is not concerned with realities from the battlefield or
questions of military strategy and tactics, but rather offers a
broad collection of archaeological case studies and historical
essays that analyze how political competition, strategic
considerations, and violent encounters substantially affected
rural and urban environments, the island’s heterogeneous
communities, and their social practices. These contributions,
originating from a workshop in 2018, combine expertise from
the fields of archaeology, ancient history, and philology. The
focus on a specific time period and the limited geographic
area of Greek Sicily allows for the thorough investigation and
discussion of various forms of organized societal violence and
their consequences on the developments in society and
landscape.
1047.1

Painting as Business in Early Seventeenth-Century
Rome offers a new perspective on the world of
painting in Rome at the beginning of the Baroque,
from both an artistic and a socioeconomic point of
view. Biased by the accounts of seventeenth-century
biographers, who were often academic painters
concerned about elevating the status of their
profession, art historians have long believed that in
Italy, and in Rome in particular, paintings were
largely produced by major artists working on
commission for the most important patrons of the
time. Patrizia Cavazzini&’s extensive archival
research reveals a substantially different situation.
Cavazzini presents lively and colorful accounts of
Roman artists&’ daily lives and apprenticeships and
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investigates the vast popular art market that served
the aesthetic, devotional, and economic needs of
artisans and professionals and of the laboring class.
Painting as Business reconstructs the complex
universe of painters, collectors, and merchants and
irrevocably alters our understanding of the
production, collecting, and merchandising of painting
during a key period in Italian art history.
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